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To elucidate the effect of the work function on the position of the Dirac point, we fabricated graphene devices with asymmetric
metal contacts. By measuring the peak position of the resistance for each pair of metal electrodes, we obtained the voltage of the
Dirac point VDirac

g (V) from the gate response. We found that the position of VDirac
g (V) in the hybrid devices was significantly

influenced by the type of metal electrode. The measured shifts in VDirac
g (V) were closely related to the modified work functions of

the metal-graphene complexes. Within a certain bias range, the Fermi level of one of the contacts aligned with the electron band
and that of the other contact aligned with the hole band.

1. Introduction

The electrical properties of nanosized devices are signif-
icantly influenced by the characteristics of the electrical
contacts in the devices. In devices in which a carbon
nanotube (CNT) conducting channel is in contact with a
metal, the carrier type of the device (hole or electron) can
be selected by appropriate positioning of the Fermi level at
the interface between the metal and the CNT channel [1–4].
The Schottky barrier at the metal electrode/semiconducting
channel interface is determined by the energy difference
between the metal work function and the electron affinity
of the channel. Metal electrodes with low work functions
are typically used for electron injection into the conduction
band whereas metal electrodes with high work functions are
adequate for hole injection into the valence band. In practice,
however, it is difficult to find appropriate electrode metals
with optimal work functions that are suitable for use with
particular conducting channels [5, 6]. If the work function of
the metal electrode could be varied systematically, it would
be possible to precisely tailor the electrical properties of a
device, thereby modifying the energy level alignment near
the electrode/semiconductor interface.

On the other hand, substitutional impurity doping
techniques used in the conventional bulk semiconductor

industry encounter many challenges when applied to carbon-
based nanodevices, such as CNTs and graphene devices,
due to the nonuniformity of the doping and the perfect
covalent bonding structure of the carbon nanostructures.
Precise control over the electrical properties of CNT devices
is essential for future electronic device development [7]. As
an alternative to impurity doping, contact doping may be
used to modify the barrier height between carbon-based
conducting channels and metal electrodes. Charge transport
in most CNT field-effect transistors (FETs) is strongly
influenced by the Schottky barrier between the nanotubes
and the contact electrode. Under normal conditions, CNT-
FETs fabricated to date have shown only p-type operation
[8]. The reason why CNT-FETs exhibit characteristic p-
type behavior has long been a topic of debate [9, 10].
Previously, hole doping by environmental oxygen molecules
was believed to be the principal cause of the p-type behavior
of CNT-FETs [11, 12]. However, it is now generally agreed
that p-type behavior arises from the low-lying Schottky
barrier for hole transport at a high work function metal-CNT
interface [13]. The position of the Fermi level at the interface
between the metal electrode and the CNT channel should
be a key parameter governing the transport characteristics in
these devices.
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Figure 1: Two-probe electronic transfer characteristics measured
in graphene transistors with various metal contacts. The arrows
indicate the positions of the Dirac point voltages, VDirac

g (V). The
specific values of VDirac

g (V) were +1.26 V (Pd), −3.92 V (Pt),
−13.12 V (Au), and −24.33 V (Ni).

Because graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor with
a linear dispersion relation near the Fermi level [14],
graphene devices with metal electrodes may show Fermi
level positioning effects similar to those observed in CNT
devices. By adjusting the Fermi level pinning position, we
can intentionally select whether the charge carrier passing
through the contact barrier is an electron or hole. The con-
trolled adjustment of the Dirac point is not only of scientific
interest but also is employed in the fabrication of graphene-
based devices. Previous studies have modulated the Dirac
point by varying the concentration of external dopants or by
applying an electrostatic bias [15, 16]. However, this type of
Dirac point adjustment arises from channel doping, not from
Fermi level positioning effects.

In previous transport experiments, the position of the
Dirac point has appeared to be arbitrary. The effects of metal
contact, edges, defects, and adsorbed species were thought
to be intertwined in some nonlinear fashion and, therefore,
were difficult to separate [17–21]. The effects of the metal
contacts were particularly intriguing because most transport
measurements are expected to depend fundamentally on
the metal-graphene interface [22, 23]. In the present paper,
we investigated the role of the metal work function on the
position of the Dirac charge neutrality point VDirac

g (V) by
measuring the gate transfer characteristics of graphene tran-
sistors with asymmetric metal contacts. A variety of metal
electrodes that bind physically or chemically to graphene
were employed as contact electrodes, and we confirmed that
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Figure 2: Averaged voltages of Dirac points in the gate response
as a function of the metal work function. Inset: scanning electron
micrograph image of a typical graphene field effect transistor used
in this experiment.

the Dirac point VDirac
g (V) could be modified by varying the

metal work function and the metal-graphene interaction. By
employing asymmetric metal electrodes, we demonstrated
that it was possible to simultaneously inject different types
of charge carrier into the same graphene channel.

2. Experimental

Graphene sheets were micromechanically cleaved from
a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sample.
Graphene devices were prepared on a heavily doped Si
substrate with a 300 nm thick, thermally grown SiO2 layer.
Once a suitable graphene sheet was characterized by optical
microscopy and atomic force microscopy, deep UV lithog-
raphy and electron-beam (e-beam) lithography were used
to generate electrode patterns on the selected graphene
sheet. To minimize chemical contamination, we used only
a PMMA resist during the fabrication process. Source and
drain electrodes were formed by depositing one of a variety
of metals with different work functions by either sputtering
(for Co, Ni, Ti, Cr, Pd, or Au) or electron-beam evaporation
techniques (for Pt, Ag, Au, Ti, Pd, or Al). The film deposition
technique did not significantly affect the position of the
Dirac point. Devices with hetero-metallic contacts were
subjected to two identical e-beam lithography procedures. To
discriminate the effect of metal work function, all fabrication
parameters were kept constant as much as possible, and the
same fabrication process and device layout were used. The
inset of Figure 2 shows a scanning electron microscopy image
of a typical graphene transistor with metal electrodes. A
heavily doped Si substrate was used as a back gate to control
the carrier concentration in the graphene devices, and the
channel lengths of the devices were kept at approximately
2 µm.
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Figure 3: Position of the Dirac point in the gate response in relation
to the modified work function of a metal-graphene complex. Two
classes of metal—those that physisorb and those that chemisorb
onto graphene—are clearly distinguished, with the exception of Ag.

3. Results and Discussion

First, we address the transport characteristics of the graphene
devices with symmetric source and drain contact electrodes.
The channel doping effects due to the adsorption of
molecules on the surfaces of the graphene channel were min-
imized by preparing all devices under identical fabrication
conditions, with the only difference being the identity of the
metal electrode. We measured the gate-dependent resistance
of the graphene devices, as shown in Figure 1. The positions
of the resistance peaks designated by arrows correspond to
the Dirac points at the metal-graphene interfaces, and these
positions depended on the type of metal electrode. Only the
Pd-contact device showed a positive peak voltage, implying
that the Fermi level was aligned with the hole band of the
graphene channel. In contrast, other materials (Pt, Au, and
Ni) showed a negative Dirac peak voltage.

The relation between the peak position and the metal
electrode was inferred by plotting the average voltage of the
Dirac point VDirac

g (V) of the gate response as a function of
the bare metal work function, as shown in Figure 2. VDirac

g

(V) was obtained from the average value measured in 4–6
devices. Because the metal contact, as an electron reservoir,
determines the Fermi level of the graphene, VDirac

g (V) may
be related to the metal work function. At first glance, VDirac

g

(V) appears to be closely correlated with the magnitude of
the bare metal work function [24]. However, some deviations
from the expected values are readily identified, especially for
contact materials with good wetting properties, such as Ti,
Cr, and Co. Because the density of states in graphene is much
lower than that in an electrode metal, even small amounts of
electron transfer near the interface will significantly shift the
Fermi level [22]. Thus, the interface charge transfer between
the metal and graphene is another governing parameter
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Figure 4: Gate response curves measured from a symmetric Au-
contact graphene device (1-2), a Ni-contact device (3-4), and an
asymmetric-contact device containing Ni and Au contacts (2-3).
Inset: Optical microscope image of graphene with asymmetric
hetero-metal electrodes (Au, Ni).

for the Fermi level alignment, particularly in regards to
the good wetting properties of the metal electrode to the
graphene channel. Accordingly, we classified the metals into
two groups: those physisorbed onto graphene (Al, Au, and
Pt) and those chemisorbed onto graphene (Ti, Ni, Co, and
Pd). In previous theoretical studies [22, 23], the electronic
structure of the metal surface in contact with the graphene
over layer was investigated, and the movement of the Fermi
level of graphene was obtained with respect to the work
function of the metal-graphene complex.

We replotted the average VDirac
g (V) of the gate response

as a function of the “modified work function” of the metal-
graphene complex, as shown in Figure 3. The modified work
function values in Figure 3 were derived from [22, 23]. When
plotted in this way, VDirac

g (V) could be separated into two
groups—physisorbed (weak bonding) metal electrodes and
chemisorbed (strong bonding) metal electrodes—with the
exception of Ag. Within each of these groups, the movement
of the Dirac point of the gate response was almost directly
proportional to the work function of the metal-graphene
complex. The Ag-contact device, which did not fall into
either group, appeared to show a much stronger binding
behavior than what would be predicted by theoretical
calculations [22]. The deviation of the Ag electrode device
from the expected behavior may originate from some other
type of strong bonding near the interface. Further theoretical
and experimental studies are required to understand the
discrepancy of this system.
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Figure 5: Gate response curves for a symmetric Pd-contact
graphene device (1-2), an Au-contact device (3-4), and an
asymmetric-contact device with Pd and Au electrodes (2-3). Inset:
an optical microscope image of graphene with asymmetric hetero-
metal electrodes (Pd, Au).

Next, we employed asymmetric hetero-metal electrodes
(Au, Ni) and (Pd, Au) in graphene devices to more
clearly observe the effects of the metal work functions.
Within a single device, we fabricated 4 electrodes using
two different types of metal, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4 compares the I-Vg characteristics measured from
a symmetric Au-contact graphene device, an Ni-contact
device, and an asymmetric-contact device containing Ni
and Au electrodes. The measured VDirac

g (V) values for the
three measurement configurations were −12.08 V, −21.51 V,
and −18.28 V, respectively. As shown, the Dirac point of
the Au–Ni-contact graphene device was situated between
that of the Au-contact device and that of the Ni-contact
graphene device, confirming that the work function of the
contact metal indeed significantly influenced the electronic
properties of graphene. A Pd electrode with a large VDirac

g (V)
and an Au electrode were paired to fabricate a bipolar contact
device: one contact injected electrons, and the other injected
holes through the respective contact barriers.

Figure 5 shows the gate response curves of the graphene
device containing Pd and Au hybrid contacts. The measured
VDirac
g (V) values for the three measurement configurations

were −2.38 V (Pd–Pd), −12.27 V (Pd–Au), and −13.98 V
(Au–Au), respectively. The VDirac

g (V) of Pd–Pd in this par-
ticular device was slightly smaller than the value (+1.97 V)
measured for the averaged symmetric devices, as shown in
Figure 2. The Pd–Au-contact graphene devices were situated
between the Au-contact device and the Pd-contact graphene
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Figure 6: Gate response of the resistance of graphene devices
produced using different resists (e-beam resist or photoresist) in the
fabrication process.

device. Within the gate bias range from −2.38 V to −13.98 V,
the Fermi level for the Au contact side aligned at the electron
band. On the other hand, the Fermi level for the Pd contact
side was positioned at the hole band, as shown in the right
inset of Figure 6. Transport measurements within this bias
range may detect interesting phenomena originating from
the mixed type of charge carriers in the graphene conducting
channel.

Another interesting experimental observation to note is
the effect of the polymeric resist on the movement of the
Dirac point. When we fabricated graphene devices using a
different type of resist solution (a AZ5214 photoresist instead
of the PMMA electron beam resist used for the previous
measurements), the resulting devices showed Dirac point
voltages that were shifted by 10 V in the positive direction
(see Figure 6). Note that the global shape of the gate response
curve and the resistance did not depend on the resist used.
The gate response curve shifted in a parallel direction while
maintaining the curve shape commonly observed in CNT
devices, which is known to arise from channel doping and
not from contact modification [2]. Doping at the graphene
channel surface originated from the chemical composition
of the photoresist. Note that the previous experiments used
the e-beam resist (PMMA) to fabricate the graphene devices.
The sensitivity to the type of resist may be one reason why
the VDirac

g (V) appeared to be arbitrarily positioned in pre-
vious transport experiments [18–20]. Annealing processes
commonly used for graphene devices may help remove the
residual chemical species from the photoresist, which could
minimize channel doping effects [25]. After removing the
channel doping by the proper techniques, the position of the
Dirac point at the interface between the metal electrode and
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the graphene should be governed by the work function of the
metal-graphene complex.

4. Summary

We have studied the positioning of the Dirac point in
graphene devices with asymmetric metal electrodes by mea-
suring the transport properties of the devices. We found that
the positioning of VDirac

g (V) in hetero-metal contact devices
was strongly influenced by the modified work function
values of the metal-graphene complexes. The asymmetric
metal contact electrodes showed Fermi levels that were
aligned at one contact with the electron band and at the other
contact with the hole band, within a certain bias range. This
result demonstrates that it is possible to simultaneously inject
different types of charge carriers into the same graphene
channel. Finally, we found that the type of the resist shifted
VDirac
g (V) significantly via channel doping.
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